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ASSOCIATION OF WATER COMMITTEES OF THE
SOUTHERN SECTOR OF PICO BONITO NATIONAL PARK
Honduras
PROJECT SUMMARY

KEY FACTS

This association of 27 village water committees located in
the southern buffer zone of Honduras’s Pico Bonito National
Park oversees the management of micro-watersheds and
trains local communities in reforestation, conservation and
the application of environmentally friendly technologies. A
primary focus is ensuring local access to potable water in a
region prone to shortages.
The association made the connection between declining
freshwater supply and deforestation, unsustainable
agricultural practices, ranching, and firewood collection
taking place in local watersheds. The association brings
together water committees who are responsible for
maintaining water delivery systems, protecting water
‘recharge’ zones, and both collecting and regulating wateruse fees. The association has reforested more than 120
hectares of land with native tree species. It has grown from
four to 27 water committees and serves as a learning model
for more than 80 communties across the northern coast of
the country.

EQUATOR PRIZE WINNER: 2012
FOUNDED: 2003
LOCATION: Aguan River Valley watershed, Olanchito
BENEFICIARIES: 11,000 people in 27 communities
BIODIVERSITY: Pico Bonito National Park
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Background and Context

A history of decentralized water management

The Association of Water Committees of the Southern Sector of
Pico Bonito National Park (La Asociación de Juntas Administradoras
de Agua del Sector Sur de Pico Bonito - AJAASSPIB) is a volunteer-run
association of 27 village water committees located in the southern
buffer zone of Honduras’s Pico Bonito National Park. The association
works to ensure the sustainability of potable water for its member
communities by promoting effective local governance of water
resources and conservation of the forests that sustain them.

AJAASSPIB was formed in 2003 when the members of four village
water committees decided that the threats confronting the water
catchment area could be more effectively addressed by working
together.
Village water committees (Juntas Administradoras de Agua) are
common throughout Honduras and, in their current form, represent a
legacy of the decentralisation and privatization of the country’s water
sector since the mid-1990s. Honduras’s Poverty Reduction Strategy
Paper (2001) set a target of achieving “95 per cent access to potable
water and sanitation” by 2015, and identified the decentralisation of
the National Autonomous Aqueduct and Drainage Service (Servicio
Nacional de Acueductos y Alcantrillados - SANAA) as a key means by
which to achieve this. There are currently more than 5,000 Juntas
de Agua in Honduras. While community water boards have been in
existence for decades, arising as communal attempts to manage
local water resources in the country’s rural areas, legislation in 2003
and 2006 paved the way for the legal recognition of these bodies’
responsibility for maintaining water delivery systems, protecting
water recharge zones, and collecting household water-user fees at
the village level.

Located on the northern coast of Honduras near the town of La
Ceiba, Pico Bonito National Park is the third largest national park
in the country. The park covers 265,000 acres of land and contains
a wide range of habitats, including tropical broadleaf, conifer and
cloud forests, all of which host a great diversity of animals including
jaguars, armadillos, wild pigs, monkeys, toucans, mountains lions
and several endangered and endemic species. Park forests also
maintain important ecosystem services, including fresh water
provision. A sizable rural population depends on the water provided
by this ecosystem.
AJAASSPIB works in the Aguan River Valley watershed in the
municipality of Olanchito. The association’s work has been of
immense importance for the communities of the upper valley as
they, like many in rural Honduras, have suffered marked reductions
in available freshwater due to deforestation and the degradation
of rivers. The drivers of this environmental decline include logging,
unsustainable agricultural practices, ranching and firewood
collection. Political instability and a deficit of investment on the part
of the central government has also left water delivery infrastructure
in rural areas in disrepair. The communities served by AJAASSPIB are
located in a particularly dry region with few economic opportunities.
Average incomes in the region are 25 per cent less than the national
average, with nearly a third of the population living in extreme
poverty. Three of the association’s member communities are
Tolupan – an indigenous group of approximately 650 people within
the municipality of Olanchito.

In practice, however, many village water committees lack the
technical expertise, financial resources and management capacity
to effectively deliver water and sanitation solutions to the
communities they serve. AJAASSPIB was established, to allow village
water committees in the southern Pico Bonito buffer zone to pool
resources, coordinate efforts, leverage support from international
partners, and implement regional projects. A monthly water use fee
of USD 1.50 is levied on households in each member community to
sustain the association’s work.
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Size and governance structure today
Since its inception, AJAASSPIB has grown from the four founding
committees to 27 member groups, and increased its membership
sevenfold to the more than 11,000 beneficiaries. This growth is
a testament to AJAASSPIB’s tireless leadership, its desire to be a
positive agent of change, and the widespread support it has been
able to foster among its member communities.

Issues to be addressed by the Board of Directors are raised at General
Assembly meetings. When decisions are taken, AJAASSPIB’s staff,
in cooperation with individual village water committee members,
hold responsibility for implementation. The association employs 27
permanent fontaneros (community plumbers or water engineers) –
one per member community – each of whom are responsible for water
infrastructure maintenance. One full-time Community Promoter is
responsible for meeting coordination, recruiting participants, overall
facilitation duties, community outreach, arranging meetings with
donors and partners, training community members on tree nursery
management and reforestation, and overseeing the logistics of fuelefficient wood stove installation. When large-scale infrastructure
and reforestation projects are prioritized, community members are
hired on a temporary basis to carry out the work.

AJAASSPIB is governed by a General Assembly and a Board
of Directors. The General Assembly consists of 27 members,
representing the village water committees of each of the member
communities. Each community elects its own representative onto
the General Assembly. The General Assembly then elects the Board
of Directors every two years. Positions on the Board include a
President, Vice President, Treasurer, Secretary, Comptroller, and two
“at-large” members.

“It is urgent that communities, organizations and governments, who are aware of the damage
that humans have caused to our planet, unite to counteract the adverse effects that these
actions have caused. By making rational use of our natural resources, we can mitigate this
damage and stop the devastating catastrophes that threaten us.”
Ms. Zumilda Duarte, AJAASSPIB
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Key Activities and Innovations

The collective power of AJAASSPIB, derived from the respective
strengths of its member committees, has allowed it to tackle largescale threats to community water access and the environmental
integrity of the region. With a local deforestation rate of 10 per cent,
many forest landscapes within the Pico Bonito National Park are
degraded or vulnerable. While the park itself is home to an estimated
24,000 people living in 82 communities, its 19 upland watersheds
and more than 200 rivers and streams supply drinking water to more
than 500,000 people in surrounding communities and nearby towns
and cities. The conservation challenges facing the park have clear
and unambiguous repercussions beyond its borders.

To improve household water quality, AJAASSPIB has initiated a
project to purify water by chlorination. Chlorination tablets are
installed in large water tanks that service whole communities.
Member communities are each responsible for maintaining their
own chlorination systems and monitoring them to ensure they
are functioning properly. As a result, households in five of the
association’s 27 member communities can now drink water directly
from their faucets, something that was unthinkable a few years
ago. AJAASSPIB also trialled a solar disinfectant method of water
purification, but abandoned it due to community fears that heated
plastic might harm their health.

AJAASSPIB has pursued innovative approaches to protect water
resources across the southern buffer zone of the park – and done so
to great effect – including projects that address threats to the local
water catchment area and those that improve the quality of drinking
water at the household level. The association carries out communitybased micro-watershed management throughout the zone, and
currently has 14 micro-watersheds under its direct management with
more than 11,000 direct beneficiaries. The community-managed
watersheds benefit an area of roughly 40,000 hectares.

To complement to its reforestation activities, AJAASSPIB promotes
and installsfuel-efficient cooking woodstoves. Nearly 1,200 stoves
have been installed to date, resulting in greatly reduced pressure
on surrounding forests. The stoves are highly efficient and reduce
the amount of wood needed for household cooking. In order to
increase the impact of this activity and consolidate vital community
involvement, AJAASSPIB requires that in exchange for each stove
installation, recipient families actively participate in conservation
activities.

Reforestation, water purification, fuel-efficient stoves

Expansion of the AJAASSPIB model

To counter the deforestation and forest degradation that have
impacted local water availability and quality, AJAASSPIB has
reforested 120 hectares of land with over a dozen native broadleaf
species, including caoba (Swietenia macrophylla) and cedro rojo
(Cedrela fissilis). These efforts have helped reconnect forest patches
with the nearby national park and improve habitat for endemic
forest-dependent species while simultaneously conserving the
hydrological functions of soil and forest cover. Agroforestry pilot
projects have also successfully increased forest cover while allowing
for continued cultivation of traditional fields. Planting guama trees
(Inga edulis) among conventional crops such as corn and beans has
increased productivity and reduced the area of forest cleared for
agricultural production.

In order to ensure the sustainability of its activities, AJAASSPIB has
established ‘environmental funds’ in member communities that
allocate a percentage of household water user fees toward longterm watershed protection and restoration activities. Twelve such
funds have been established to date. These funds are used to finance
tree nurseries to support AJAASSPIB’s reforestation activities, and
also fund a range of environmental education activities.
The efficacy of the association’s work can be seen in the adoption
of its activities by local government. A cooperation agreement was
signed in 2011 arranging for a Payment for Ecosystem Services
(PES) agreement with the Municipality of Olanchito. The agreement
places AJAASSPIB in charge of the conservation of a 6,500-ha subwatershed that provides water to the city’s 26,000 residents.
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Impacts

BIODIVERSITY IMPACTS

SOCIOECONOMIC IMPACTS

In its conservation work, AJAASSPIB has chosen a strategy which
ensures effective local governance of water catchment areas and
protection of the forests that protect them. The association is currently
protecting a water catchment area of approximately 40,000 hectares.
Beyond the benefits related to water provision, the protection and
restoration of these forests enhance the ecological integrity of the
buffer zone of Pico Bonito National Park, strengthening the park
itself and protecting the habitats and biodiversity it harbours.

The primary socioeconomic impact of AJAASSPIB’S work is
the protection of potable water sources for current and future
generations. By promoting local governance of water resources and
working to protect the forests that sustain hydrological functions,
AJAASSPIB improves and protects the quality and availability
of water in its 27 communities, benefitting 11,000 people. The
communities that are members of the association are particularly
vulnerable to threats to their water sources. Not only are they
located in a particularly dry region of Honduras, but the region offers
very little in the way of economic opportunity. As a result, families in
these communities would struggle to purchase expensive bottled
water if their local drinking water sources failed them.

The association’s reforestation of 120 hectares of land has used
native broadleaf species that also have commercial value such
as caoba (Swietenia macrophylla) and cedro rojo (Cedrela fissilis).
Such reforestation has helped to reconnect forest patches with the
nearby national park and improve habitat for forest-dependent
species such as the jaguar (Pantera onca), quetzal (Pharomachrus
mocinno), ocelot (Leopardus wiedii nicarague), numerous monkey
species, tapir (Tapirus bairdii), the endangered Honduran Emerald
Hummingbird (Amazilia luciae) and the Black-chested Spiny-tailed
Iguana (Ctenosaura melanosterna).

As a result of AJAASSPIB’s water purification activities, households in
five of its member communities can now drink water directly from
their faucets. The water is purified at the community level, using
chlorination tablets installed in community water tanks. Having
a local supply of potable water in the home eliminates the need
for families to purchase bottled drinking water. With AJAASSPIB’s
community-based model, families pay a monthly fee of about USD
1.50 to receive tap water. This same amount would purchase only 2.5
gallons of bottled water, representing enormous savings for these
families and communities.

Alleviating pressures on local resources
The 1,200 fuel-efficient woodstoves AJAASSPIB has installed use
up to 60 per cent less wood than traditional stoves, significantly
decreasing pressure on forest resources while providing tangible
wellbeing benefits. The establishment of agroforestry pilot projects
has also proven to be a successful way to increase forest cover while
allowing for continued cultivation of traditional fields. Projects
include planting guama (Inga edulis) trees among conventional
crops to increase agricultural productivity and reduce the area of
forest converted for agricultural cultivation. Inga edulis is known for
its rapid growth rates, tolerance of acid soils, and high production of
leafy biomass to control weeds and erosion.

In addition to household savings on water and fuel costs, AJAASSPIB’s
work has had positive effects on local incomes. Permanent staff
positions generate direct employment for community members
– including the 27 fontaneros and Community Promoter – and
temporary hires for large-scale infrastructure and reforestation
projects are a source of short-term employment and income.
AJAASSPIB has also contributed to greater local awareness of the
need for conservation, linkages between healthy ecosystems and
local wellbeing, and grassroots approaches for maintaining water
7

delivery systems. This knowledge will be critical in helping to adapt
to the effects of climate change, preventing water scarcity and
mitigating threats to water access. Honduras has been found to be
one of the most climate vulnerable countries in the world – third
behind Bangladesh and Myanmar according to the 2011 Global
Climate Risk Index (Germanwatch, 2011). The community-based
action model promoted by AJAASSPIB is essential for spurring
future local adaptation measures, and stands the Aguan River
Valley communities in good stead to withstand more unpredictable
weather patterns.

gather to receive training on stove construction, maintenance
and benefits, and then construct stoves as a group, progressing to
each group member’s home. In addition, by ensuring that stove
recipients participate in conservation activities in exchange for
their stove, AJAASSPIB facilitates greater leadership and solidarity
amongst women in actively solving the environmental and
economic challenges they face. As principal food preparers, women
are also the primary recipients of the health benefits that the new
stoves provide. The stoves drastically reduce the smoke produced
during cooking, thus reducing incidence of respiratory illnesses.
The association’s leadership, as voted for by member communities,
reflects the high levels of participation amongst women. As of
2012, three of AJAASSPIB’s seven board members were women, as
was its Community Promoter. Its current Board Secretary, Zumilda
Duarte, is the former President of the Board and is the public face
of the association. A former schoolteacher, Ms. Duarte has acted
as AJAASSPIB’s spokesperson on multiple occasions, most recently
during a press conference announcing its cooperative agreement
with the Municipality of Olanchito.

Empowerment of women
AJAASSPIB prioritises the empowerment of women in its initiatives,
recognizing that women are central agents of meaningful social
change. The process of installing fuel-efficient woodstoves is the
most evident example. Groups of between eight and ten women

POLICY IMPACTS
The recently signed five-year cooperative agreement with the
Municipality of Olanchito is evidence of AJAASSPIB’s advancement
in the policy arena. The purpose of the agreement is for communities
and local government to work together to sustainably manage
water resources, beginning with an awareness campaign and with
plans to move toward a formal payment for ecosystem services
(PES) scheme. The agreement’s implementation is officially backed
by representatives of the Honduras Forest Conservation Institute,
the National Autonomous University, the local agricultural sciences
college, and several international NGOs, all of which will be invited
to participate in discussioons about PES funding and control
mechanisms over the next several years. There are many examples of
successful PES and PES-like arrangements in Honduras and Central
America, but few if any have been managed from start to finish by
rural people as is the case with AJAASSPIB.
To date there has been a series of ‘mesas de dialogo’ or stakeholder
roundtables including community members, municipal authorities
and other local institutions to discuss the implications of a PES
arrangement in the region for effective, community-based
watershed management. Eight roundtable discussion meetings
have been held so far, involving 227 people. A PES agreement would
finance a comprehensive, community-based approach whereby
rural villages come together to improve water access and quality. It
has the potential to serve as a compelling example for policy-makers
across Honduras, particularly in other water-insecure regions.

“Both national and international policy makers must accompany the communities and
organizations that are working on environmental conservation, in order to guarantee that the
authorities and the laws are respected and righteously applied.”
Ms. Zumilda Duarte, AJAASSPIB
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Sustainability and Replication

SUSTAINABILITY

AJAASSPIB has successfully used the universal need for clean water
as an organizing focal point and fostered participation amongst
community members of all backgrounds. Its work has also utilized the
expertise of international partners such as EcoLogic Development
Fund and CARE to build local administrative and technical capacities.
Through these multi-year partnerships, AJAASSPIB’s leadership has
gained knowledge in the areas of finance and budgeting, microwatershed management, water analysis and measurement, fuelefficient stove construction, project design, and monitoring and
evaluation. These skills and knowledge strengthen the organization’s
ability to respond to external pressures and help ensure continued
operation.

AJAASSPIB has been in operation since 2003 and has laid a solid
foundation for long-term, sustainable impacts. Socially, the
association has made great efforts to generate community buy-in
and participation from a range of local stakeholders. Institutionally,
the association has prioritized local governance of water resources
and ensured that the 27 participating communities have gained
the capacity to manage micro-watersheds in the long run. All of
AJAASSPIB’s efforts take an integrated approach to ecosystem
management that prioritizes the availability of water resources not
only for current, but also for future generations.
Financially, AJAASSPIB has made great efforts to become selfsufficient and to establish reliable sources of revenue. A monthly fee
of USD 1.50 from households in each of the association’s member
communities helps to cover operational costs, with individual village
‘environmental funds’ established to aid communities in saving for
reforestation and environmental education work. AJAASSPIB’s
proposed PES scheme would further bolster financial sustainability,
as the association would receive consistent payments from the
Municipality of Olanchito for the protection and management of the
water catchment area. Financial support from international partners
including EcoLogic and CARE also help to sustain AJAASSPIB’s work.

Improved social cohesion and institutional strength
AJAASSPIB has increased unity within and between communities
in its area of influence, helping to develop a strong social fabric,
which has arguably increased social resilience and the ability of
participating communities to adapt to change. The association is
highly active in the region and has been particularly successful at
generating buy-in for water resource management amongst diverse
stakeholders. To cite one example, the association’s current president
is a cattle rancher, representing a group of rural land users typically
seen as the ‘enemy’ of conservation initiatives.
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REPLICATION

AJAASSPIB maintains productive relationships with several regional
and national authorities and organizations including SANAA (the
Honduran national water authority) and AHJASA (the national-level
association of water committees). In 2011, AJAASSPIB signed a fiveyear cooperative agreement with the Municipality of Olanchito, as
described above; the association was approached by the Municipality
of Olanchito to replicate its work because of the success it has
achieved in the areas adjacent to the city. The association has also
previously collaborated with a number of other international NGOs
including ArtCorps, Engineers without Borders, and Nepenthes,
a Danish NGO working to promote conservation and sustainable
use of the world’s forests as well as promoting respect for forestdependent communities.

Due to widespread support for AJAASSPIB’s mission and vision, its
members are highly engaged with its work. The resulting high level
of community involvement is the main aspect of the association that
other organizations have sought to replicate. AJAASSPIB has served
as a learning model for approximately 80 village water committees
and five municipal water committees on the north coast of Honduras
in the Department of Atlántida.
Replication has been initiated in partnership with the Mancomunidad
de Municipios del Centro de Atlántida (MAMUCA), a communitybased organization working to improve sustainable development
in this region. MAMUCA’s focus area is to the north of Pico Bonito
National Park, thus complementing AJAASSPIB’s conservation
efforts to the south. MAMUCA and AJAASSPIB hold regular learning
exchanges amongst their members to share best practices and
collaborate on how to overcome common challenges. JAASSPIB
is also sharing its model with communities located in and around
the watershed that provides water for the city of Olanchito. This
replication effort has been cultivated by the municipality, including
through a comprehensive awareness raising campaign that is carried
out both within resident communities and the city of Olanchito itself.

PARTNERS
The Association’s work has been supported by a number of likeminded partners. Since 2007, AJAASSPIB has maintained a formal
partnership with EcoLogic Development Fund, which helped
develop the association during its early years. EcoLogic assists
AJAASSPIB with its projects related to microwatershed management,
fuel-efficient woodstoves, environmental funds, water purification
and its proposed PES arrangement.
The association also partners with CARE, which provides technical
assistance for water quality monitoring and the auditing of village
water committees’ accounting and use of household water fees.
CARE is also helping AJAASSPIB to carry out a micro-meter pilot
project, whereby water meters will be installed in households to
determine how much water is being consumed.

“Our experience has taught us that we can do great things with local communities. We therefore
invite the communities of other regions and countries of the world to try to follow suit and unite
their efforts with ours, because together anything is possible.”
Ms. Zumilda Duarte, AJAASSPIB
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Association of Water Committees of the Southern Sector of Pico Bonito National Park Equator Initiative profile page:
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EcoLogic Development Fund website: http://www.ecologic.org/en/where-we-work/honduras/pico-bonito
EcoLogic Deveopment Fund. 2009. Community-Led Watershed Protection and Management, Olanchito, Honduras. Available at:
ecologic.org/files/user_files/AJAASSPIB_2009.pdf
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